118' Nominal Consolidated Alignment -- East Mile
CTF Meeting #32 8/26/14

96' Nominal Right-of-Way Width -- East Mile
CTF Meeting #32 8/26/14

Key to Historic Status
- Current Contributor
- Eligible as Contributor
- Eligible Individually
- Architecturally Significant (Future individually eligible)
- Architecturally Significant

Legend
- New curb
- Back of landscape
- Back of sidewalk
- Right of Way (118' alignment)
- Right of Way (96' alignment)
- Medians or Sidewalk & Landscape >= 16' (Allows Street Trees)
- Medians <= 7' or Landscape <= 4' (Gravel - No Plantings)
- Sidewalk < 8'
- Raised Cycle Track
- City Owned Property

PRELIMINARY PROGRESS PRINT FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES ONLY!!